Evidence for the role of ion-induced particle formation during an atmospheric nucleation event observed in Tropospheric Ozone Production about the Spring Equinox (TOPSE)
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Various in situ measurements show evidence of new particle formation over a wide range of latitudes in the middle to upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. However, the exact mechanism of new particle formation is still uncertain. Using a combination of satellite-derived brightness temperature, air parcel backward trajectory information, in situ measurements of aerosol and precursor gases and an aerosol microphysical model driven by parameterized ion-induced nucleation, we investigate the mechanism responsible for, and factors leading to, new particle formation in the middle to upper troposphere during the Tropospheric Ozone Production about the Spring Equinox (TOPSE) experiment. The number concentrations of modeled ultrafine particles of diameters 3 to 4 nm (N3–4nm) and 3 to 8 nm (N3–8nm) are consistent with in situ measurements indicating that new particle formation likely occurred by ion-induced nucleation a day prior to the time of measurement. A reduction in preexisting aerosol surface area in a region of cloud outflow probably triggered particle nucleation. These studies indicate that under typical middle to upper troposphere conditions, the ion mechanism is likely an important source of ultrafine particles, and these newly formed particles can grow to act as cloud condensation nuclei.


1. Introduction

Ultrafine particles are ubiquitous in the Earth’s atmosphere and have received increasing attention because of their possible impacts on global climate and health [Kulmala, 2003]. The upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region is a source of new particles [Brock et al., 1995; Schröder and Ström, 1997; De Reus et al., 1999; Nyeki et al., 1999; Wang et al., 2000; Hermann et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003]. Species participating in particle formation include sulfuric acid and water, plausibly ammonia, and possibly some organic vapors [Coffman and Hegg, 1995; Marti et al., 1997]. New particles are formed under the typical UTLS conditions of SO2 concentrations, temperature, and relative humidity, with sufficient sun exposure and low preexisting aerosol surface area [Lee et al., 2003]. These newly formed particles may grow to cloud condensation nuclei, which play an important role in cloud formation and hence have an impact on global and regional climate [Lee et al., 2004].

Several different nucleation mechanisms have been proposed to explain atmospheric particle formation, including binary homogeneous nucleation (BHN) of sulfuric acid–water (H2SO4-H2O) [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Vehkamäki et al., 2002], ternary homogeneous nucleation (THN) of sulfuric acid-ammonia-water (H2SO4-NH3-H2O) [Kulmala et al., 2000; O’Dowd et al., 2002], and ion-induced nucleation (IIN) [Yu and Turco, 2001; Laakso et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2003; Lovejoy et al., 2004]. However, at present, it is unclear which nucleation mechanism dominates in the atmosphere [Kulmala, 2003]. The BHN and THN have been widely used to explain new particle formation. However, there are large uncertainties in the predictions of classical homogenous nucleation theory due to the use of macroscale thermodynamic concepts such as surface tension that are required by the model. Most models of BHN and THN, in their current state, have not been evaluated for free tropospheric conditions [Lee et al., 2003]. IIN has been suggested to explain the new particle formation observed in the UTLS region [Lee et al., 2003; Lovejoy et al., 2004]. The high relative humidity in the vicinity of clouds makes this region a favorable environment for new particle formation. Evidence for new particle formation near marine cumulus clouds has been found earlier [Hegg et al., 1991; Perry and Hobbs, 1994; Clarke et al., 1998, Weber et al., 2001]. The outflow of large convective clouds has also been suggested to be an area of in situ new particle formation [Wang et al., 2000; Clarke et al., 1999].
upper troposphere. Using a combination of backward air parcel trajectory analysis, brightness temperature retrieved from satellite cloud images, in situ aerosol and precursor gaseous measurements, and microphysical modeling, we investigate the role of environmental factors leading to new particle formation in the middle to upper troposphere during an atmospheric nucleation event measured. These studies serve to test the ability of the microphysical model to reproduce the in situ measured particle number concentrations during atmospheric nucleation events in the middle to upper troposphere region. A brief model overview is given in the next section.

2. Model Overview

[8] Tripathi et al. [2004] (available at http://www.atm.ox.ac.uk/main/research/technical.html) developed a fast H2SO4-H2O aerosol microphysical model (SAMM) that simulates homogeneous binary nucleation, H2SO4 condensational growth and evaporation, water vapor equilibrium, particle-particle coagulation and sedimentation removal. These aerosol processes are solved using a noniterative semi-implicit scheme with integration time step of 60 s [Jacobson, 2002]. The model covers particle sizes from 0.3 nm to 3 μm diameter, which are geometrically divided into 40 bins. The model has been evaluated against observed data for background stratospheric aerosol size distribution [Tripathi et al., 2004].

[6] In the H2SO4-H2O aerosol microphysical model, new particle formation, which was earlier treated as homogeneous binary nucleation, is replaced by an ion-induced nucleation (IIN) parameterization. This model will hereafter be referred to as SAMIN model. The IIN parameterization was developed by Modgil et al. [2005] using laboratory measured thermodynamic data for the growth and evaporation of small cluster ions containing sulfuric acid and water, to yield quantitative predictions of the rate of ion-induced nucleation for atmospheric conditions [Lovejoy et al., 2004]. This IIN parameterization is valid for a wide range of environmental parameters, e.g., 200 ≤ temperature (T) ≤ 280 K, 0.05 ≤ relative humidity (RH) ≤ 0.95, 105 ≤ sulfuric acid gas concentration (H2SO4) ≤ 106 molecules cm−3, 2 ≤ surface area of preexisting aerosol (SA) ≤ 100 μm2 cm−3, 2 ≤ ion production rate (Q) ≤ 30 ion pairs cm−3 s−1. This range of environmental parameters covers the variation found in the UTLS region globally. The parameterized nucleation rate generally reproduces the explicitly modeled ion-assisted nucleation rate within an order of magnitude over the whole range of conditions, except when the nucleation rate is very low (<10−6 cm−3 s−1), which corresponds to a rate of less than 0.1 particle day−1 cm−3 [Modgil et al., 2005]. Lovejoy et al. [2004] have described the theory and procedure used to calculate particle nucleation rate.

[7] The parameterized particle nucleating flux in SAMIN is calculated as a function of T, RH, number of sulfuric acid molecules in the average nucleating cluster, Q, and SA. The total aerosol surface area (SAi) integrated over aerosol particles of all sizes is calculated as

\[ SA_i = \sum_{i=1}^{40} \pi d_i^2 N_{i,t} \]  

where \( d_i \) is the diameter of particle and \( N_{i,t} \) is the number concentration of particles in a size bin \( i \) at time \( t \). The total surface area in the SAMIN model is updated at every time step with the equation (1). In the model, sulfuric acid production is calculated from the atmospheric precursor gases SO2 and OH. In the upper troposphere, the rate-limiting reaction for the production of gas phase H2SO4 is the reaction of OH with SO2:

\[ \frac{d[H_2SO_4]}{dt} = f(K_0, K_\infty)[OH][SO_2] \]  

where \( f(K_0, K_\infty) \) denotes the rate constants for the association reaction \([OH + SO_2 \rightarrow H_2SO_4]\) and depends on ambient temperature and pressure, ranging from 7 to 9 \times 10^{-13} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1} \ [DeMore et al., 1997].

\[ f(K_0, K_\infty) = \left( \frac{K_0[M]}{1 + K_0[M]/K} \right) 0.6 \left( 1 + \log \frac{p_{SO_2}}{p_{SO_2}^{0.1}} \right) \]

\[ K_0 = 3.0 \times 10^{-31} (T/300)^{-3.3} \text{ cm}^6 \text{ molecule}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ and } K_\infty = 1.5 \times 10^{-12} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ molecule}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}. \ [M] = [N_2] + [O_2] \]

is the number concentration (molecules cm−3) of the third body.

[8] Since particle nucleation and H2SO4 condensational growth are coupled in the SAMIN model, the nucleation rate is first converted to a mass transfer rate between H2SO4 gas and particle, and is then added to the particle mass growth rate in the size bin \( i \). The particle mass growth rate \( (k_{i,t,\Delta t}) \) can be approximated as

\[ k_{i,t,\Delta t} = 2\pi N_{t,\Delta t} d_i D_i^{eff} \]

where \( D_i^{eff} \) is the effective diffusion coefficient of H2SO4 (cm2 s−1) [Jacobson and Turco, 1995] and \( N_{i,t,\Delta t} \) is the number concentration of particles in size bin \( i \) at previous time \( t - \Delta t \). The corresponding gas phase mass transfer rate can be written as Jacobson [2002],

\[ k_{i,t,\Delta t}^{\text{mass}} = h_1 \pi d_{i,t,\Delta t}^2 h_5 \]  

where \( h_1 \) is the parameterized particle nucleating flux (cm−3 s−1), \( h_5 \) is the parameterized diameter of critical cluster (cm), \( m_{i,t,\Delta t} \) is the density of pure sulfuric acid (g m−3), \( f_i \) is the volume fraction of sulfuric acid in critical cluster, \( m_{i,t,\Delta t} \) is the molecular weight of sulfuric acid (g mole−1), \( C_{r.t,\Delta t} \) is the H2SO4 concentration (mole cm−3), \( S_{r.t,\Delta t} \) is saturation ratio of H2SO4 above a curved surface of pure sulfuric acid, \( C_{sat}^{r.t,\Delta t} \) is the saturation vapor mole concentration of condensing H2SO4 above a flat surface having the same composition as the droplet in bin \( i \). The gas phase transfer rate calculated from equation (4) is then added to the particle mass growth rate, calculated from equation (3), for the bin size where all the nucleated particles are placed.

[9] Once new particles are formed and if the vapor pressure of H2SO4 is in excess of the equilibrium vapor pressure, these newly formed particles undergo sulfuric acid condensation as described by Jacobson [1997, 1999]. As particles grow, they are brought to thermodynamic equilib-
rium with respect to ambient water vapor pressure. Condensation and coagulation are coupled in an operator-split manner. Number concentrations determined from the condensation solution are used to initialize values before coagulation. Further details of the model are given by Tripathi et al. [2004].

3. Comparison Between Parameterized and Explicit Ion-Induced Nucleation Models

[10] In this section, it will be shown that the parameterized SAMIN model predicts number concentrations of particles of diameter greater than 3 nm ($N_{>3\text{nm}}$) and particle size distributions that closely follow those predicted by the explicit Sulfuric Acid and Water Nucleation (SAWNUC) model of ion-assisted nucleation [Lovejoy et al., 2004]. The purpose is to demonstrate the capability of the SAMIN model in reproducing the SAWNUC model predictions of $N_{>3\text{nm}}$ and particle size distributions, for the environmental conditions in the UTLS region. The SAWNUC model explicitly treats the ions and electrical charges on particle and their effects on condensation and coagulation processes, and thus it is computationally slower than SAMIN by an order of magnitude. With geometrically spaced size bins (around 40 bins for particles in the range 0.3 nm to 3 μm) and a 60 s time step, SAMIN takes ~0.42 s of CPU time on Pentium IV, 1.0 GHz computer to calculate a particle size distribution, whereas SAWNUC takes ~4.0 s. The CPU time taken by the computer code is a concern when one wants to perform large number of calculations and/or if the code is intended for implementation in a global model. As shown below, the SAMIN model, which does not take into account the effect of charge on microphysical processes, and which uses a parameterized IIN particle flux ($h_1$, cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) and diameter of average nucleating cluster ($h_5$, cm), is able to reproduce the SAWNUC predictions of particle size distribution and $N_{>3\text{nm}}$ with reasonable agreement.

[11] Both the models were run for environmental conditions typical for particle nucleation in the middle to upper troposphere region. Both models were run for 12 hours of daylight. For these simulations, the base conditions are chosen as follows: (1) H$_2$SO$_4$ concentrations were assumed to be constant for the 12-hour run, (2) the initial particle size distribution in SAMIN was prescribed to be exactly same as that of SAWNUC at time $t=0$, and (3) the initial preexisting aerosol surface area was assumed to be 5 μm$^2$ cm$^{-3}$ and was updated at every time step with the equation (1). Figure 1 shows a comparison between SAWNUC and SAMIN calculations of $N_{<3\text{nm}}$ for a range of $T$ (195–280 K), RH (0.05–0.95), H$_2$SO$_4$ ($10^6$–$10^9$ molecules cm$^{-3}$), Q (2–30 ion pairs cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) and SA (2–50 μm$^2$ cm$^{-3}$).

[12] From Figures 1a–1f, it can be seen that the SAMIN model simulation of $N_{<3\text{nm}}$ are generally within a factor of 4 with those from the SAWNUC model. In Figure 1a, $N_{<3\text{nm}}$ suddenly decrease for $T > 260$ K and the SAWNUC and SAMIN models do not agree well. However, since $T > 260$ K represents the lower troposphere, it is of little significance for the present study. It can be seen from Figure 1c that as RH increases, $N_{<3\text{nm}}$ increases up to RH = 0.25 and 0.2 for $Q = 2$ and 30, respectively, and then becomes constant with increasing RH. From Figure 1d, it is evident that as sulfuric acid concentration increases, $N_{<3\text{nm}}$ decreases because of condensational growth on already nucleated particles dominating over particle nucleation. It is also clear that $N_{>3\text{nm}}$ calculated by both models are in excellent agreement for $T = 220$ and 250 K. Figure 1e depicts the variation of $N_{>3\text{nm}}$ as a function of ion production rates for RH = 0.2 and 0.4 and $N_{>3\text{nm}}$ predicted by SAMIN is within a factor of 2 of that predicted by SAWNUC. Figure 1f shows that particle production by ion-induced nucleation decreases as surface area increases, a trend well captured by SAMIN.

[13] While $N_{>3\text{nm}}$ is a useful parameter for evaluating particle nucleation rates, in a variety of situations, for example, in assessing the role of these particles as potential cloud condensation nuclei, the exact nature of particle size distribution becomes important. We have compared SAMIN and SAWNUC predictions of particle size distribution for the environmental conditions typical for particle nucleation in the middle to upper troposphere region. These size distributions are usually unimodal, with peaks at diameter $\approx$ 1–2, 9–12 and 80–100 nm for H$_2$SO$_4 = 10^6$, $10^7$ and $10^8$ molecules cm$^{-3}$ respectively after the 12-hour model simulation. Figure 2d gives particle size distribution comparison for different ion production rates. In general, the difference between particle size distribution parameters calculated from SAMIN and SAWNUC models compare well relative to the large disagreements between model and observation reported, for example, by Uhrner et al. [2003].

4. New Particle Formation in the Free Troposphere

[14] In this section we analyze, in detail, the ultrafine particle number concentrations of diameters 3–4 and 3–8 nm ($N_{<4\text{nm}}$ and $N_{<8\text{nm}}$) observed during the TOPSE nucleation event. Weber et al. [1999] summarized simultaneous in situ measurements of the likely nucleation precursor species (i.e., OH, and SO$_2$), ultrafine particles, T, RH, etc., in the remote troposphere atmospheric nucleation events. Such simultaneous in situ measurements of atmospheric parameters permit comparison between model-predicted ultrafine particle concentrations and observed data.

[15] The TOPSE experiment was conducted during February–May 2000 to study the evolution of tropospheric chemistry at middle to high latitudes (50$^\circ$–90$^\circ$W longitude and 60$^\circ$–85$^\circ$N latitude) from 100 to 25,000 feet in altitude, over North America. The experiment used airborne in situ and remote sensing measurements of trace gases, radiation, and aerosols, combined with model simulations. This was an exploratory mission to investigate, in part, if photochemical production of vapors, like sulfuric acid, could be significant in situ source of new particles. Weber et al. [2003] summarized that new particle production tended to be found in plumes that contained high concentrations of sulfur dioxide and sulfuric acid; however it was unclear...
whether the observed particles with diameter >3 nm were produced in situ or transported from lower latitudes. Another question was whether the particles were produced on the same day of observation or whether the nucleation occurred on previous days. The in situ measured parameters $T$, $RH$, $H_2SO_4$, $SO_2$, $OH$, $N_3^{-4nm}$ and $N_3^{-8nm}$ for TOPSE experiment are available at http://topse.acd.ucar.edu/data/, and a complete overview of the TOPSE study is given by Atlas et al. [2003].

A unique region of high $N_3^{-4nm}$ associated with concentrations of SO$_2$ of 3.5 ppbv was detected on 7 March 2000. On this day the highest concentration of SO$_2$ and sulfuric acid were observed at altitudes from 3 to 5 km. Although $N_{>3nm}$ were also high, $N_3^{-4nm}$ and $N_3^{-8nm}$ were observed only in a narrow altitude range from approximately 4.0 to 4.2 km (1600–1615 GMT) [Weber et al., 2003]. The presence of these ultrafine particles is an indication for recent particle production since these particles are so small that they have to be produced in situ in the atmosphere [De Reus et al., 1999].

Because observed RH was too low to allow particle nucleation in the region of ultrafine particle enhancements observed in TOPSE, it is believed that rain event that scavenged aerosol particles, allowed sulfuric acid source strength to increase and preexisting aerosol surface area to decrease, could have triggered particle nucleation earlier in this parcel. Knowledge of backward air parcel trajectory and cloud top temperature retrieved from satellite cloud images can be used to directly relate the presence of ultrafine condensation nuclei to the occurrence of convection [De Reus et al., 2001]. Therefore we have analyzed backward trajectory of air parcel and brightness temperature from
satellite cloud images to see whether the air parcel came in contact with clouds.

[18] The cloud top temperature is the atmospheric air temperature at the top of cloud, which can be computed using CO₂ absorption technique based on Planck’s radiation equation. However, it requires that brightness temperature (and consequently radiance) measurements were made using 13.3 μm infrared band. To the best of our knowledge, GOES 10 is the only satellite that covers our region of study (western Canada). Since the GOES 10 imager (11.0 μm) does not have a 13.3 μm infrared band in that region for year 2000, we directly use brightness temperature as atmospheric air temperature at the top of the cloud with crude assumptions. There are several instances when the observed cloud 11.0 μm brightness temperature and the atmospheric air temperature at the top of the cloud are equal (or nearly equal). The controlling factor is the thickness or the opacity of the cloud. If the thickness of cloud is 5 to 10 km or more (emissivity ≈ 1.0), the cloud top temperature (or the observed brightness temperature in the longwave window) and the atmospheric air temperature at the top of the cloud will be nearly equal. On the other hand, if the cloud is thin or transparent (emissivity < 0.3), the observed brightness temperature will be warmer than the atmospheric air temperature at the top of cloud. The temperature difference between the cloud top temperature and 11.0 μm brightness temperature is indirectly related to the thickness (emissivity) of the cloud. For thicker cloud (emissivity ≈ 1.0) the difference between the two measurements would be small (usually <1 K), while for thin clouds (emissivity < 0.3 and depending on the altitude of the thin clouds in the atmosphere) the difference can be 5–10 K [Schreiner et al., 2001].

5. A Case Study of 7 March: Simulation of N₃₋₄ₙₜ and N₃₋₈ₙₜ Particles

[19] In this section, we evaluate whether the model-predicted N₃₋₄ₙₜ and N₃₋₈ₙₜ are consistent with the in situ measurements during the TOPSE experiment research flight of 7 March 2000 (size distribution were not measured). For each flight level, the difference in brightness temperature and the temperature along the air parcel back trajectory is used to determine if the air mass has
been in contact with clouds during the last 5 days of its transport toward the measurement region. Five-day backward trajectory calculations were performed using the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory (ARL) Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) program (http://www.arl.noaa.gov/ready/hysplit4.html) using the final run data archive of the GDAS model for each flight level in the middle troposphere. Along the track of the backward trajectory the brightness temperature was retrieved, using the infrared channel of the GOES 10 satellite. Every hour the satellite image is updated, so that the brightness temperature of air mass passing over a certain location can be retrieved. Figure 3 shows comparisons between brightness temperature as retrieved from satellite cloud images and air parcel temperatures calculated using HYSPLIT program along a 5-day backward trajectory for three different starting points: latitude of 63.42°N and longitude of 85.07°W (Figure 3a), latitude of 63.60°N and longitude of 85.25°W within nucleation region (Figure 3b), and latitude of 64.93°N and longitude of 85.25°W above the nucleation region (Figure 3c). Open circles show location where air parcel is likely to come into contact with the clouds.

Figure 3. (a) Brightness temperature (solid circles) retrieved from GOES 10 satellite hourly cloud images and air parcel temperature (solid line) along 5-day backward trajectory calculated using NOAA Air Resources Laboratory HYSPLIT transport model, starting at latitude of 63.42°N and longitude of 85.07°W. (b) Same as Figure 3a except for latitude of 63.60°N and longitude of 85.25°W within nucleation region. (c) Same as Figure 3a except for latitude of 64.93°N and longitude of 84.14°W above nucleation region. Open circles show location where air parcel is likely to come into contact with the clouds.

Five-day multiple back trajectories calculated using the HYSPLIT model PC version (Figure 4) from the time of observation suggest that there was not much evidence for variation in air mass origin or for differential vertical advection between air masses during their transport toward the measurement region. The model was run from previous day until the time of measurement because over the high latitudes the particle growth rate can be as low as 0.1 nm h⁻¹ [Kulmala et al., 2004] and since newly formed particles have sizes ~1 nm that will take almost a day to grow to 3–8 nm sizes. The model was run using the parcel T and RH as calculated from the backward trajectory simulations, from the time when the air parcel was likely to come into contact with the clouds (~20 hours from measurement time). Nucleation in the model was disabled during night hours.

[20] Five-day multiple back trajectories calculated using the HYSPLIT model PC version (Figure 4) from the time of observation suggest that there was not much evidence for variation in air mass origin or for differential vertical advection between air masses during their transport toward the measurement region. The model was run from previous day until the time of measurement because over the high latitudes the particle growth rate can be as low as 0.1 nm h⁻¹ [Kulmala et al., 2004] and since newly formed particles have sizes ~1 nm that will take almost a day to grow to 3–8 nm sizes. The model was run using the parcel T and RH as calculated from the backward trajectory simulations, from the time when the air parcel was likely to come into contact with the clouds (~20 hours from measurement time).
Figure 5 shows a schematic, from left to right, of the air parcel track, its likely contact with the clouds, particle nucleation and cloud processing during its transport toward measurement region.

[21] The initial conditions for the model simulations (Table 1) were taken as follows: (1) the initial $T$ and RH were calculated from air parcel backward trajectory simulations; (2) the initial particle surface area (SA), $H_2SO_4$ concentration and particle number concentrations were assumed to be zero (at $-20$ hours) because of scavenging of particles in the cloud because the parcel has come into contact with the cloud at this time (Figure 5); (3) OH concentration, which controls the $H_2SO_4$ source strength, via oxidation of $SO_2$, was prescribed using a sinusoidal diurnal cycle to give a peak noontime maximum of $1 \times 10^6$ molecules cm$^{-3}$ [Lawrence et al., 2001]; (4) ion production rate was varied from 8 to 12 ion pairs cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$, with altitude in this region [Rosen et al., 1985] and (5) initial $SO_2$ concentration was prescribed to be 3.7 ppbv prior to the measurement ($\sim 3.4$ ppbv) because $SO_2$ has chemical lifetime of $\sim 1$ week [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998, p. 314]. Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) concentrations were below the detection limit of 1 pptv (parts per trillion volume) on 7 March 2000 suggesting that oceanic $SO_2$ sources were unimportant [Simpson et al., 2001]. However, the exact source of high $SO_2$ was unknown [Weber et al., 2003]. The high $SO_2$ concentrations were observed on this day in a unique region (63.30°–63.48°N latitude and 84.40°–85.05°W longitude), while elsewhere $SO_2$ levels were at or below expected background levels along the flight track. We have also performed sensitivity studies of $N_{3–4nm}$ and $N_{3–8nm}$ with respect to $SO_2$ concentration. It can be seen from Figure 6 that with the assumed absence of preexisting particle surface area at the start of simulation, prescribed $SO_2$ concentration and air parcel conditions (Table 1), the nucleated particles grew slowly, and reached sizes of diameter between 3–4 nm and 3–8 nm until the time of measurement.

[22] Most numerical simulations of transport in cloud systems suggest that substantial fractions of $SO_2$ can be transported through vigorous convective clouds [Barth, 1994; Crutzen and Lawrence, 2000; Kreidenweis et al., 1997]. However, it is unlikely that vigorous convective activity transported substantial amount of $SO_2$ in this region during March 2000. For the sensitivity analysis, environmental parameters selected for model simulation, were similar to those mentioned in Table 1. Brock et al. [2004] have performed similar numerical simulations in the free...
troposphere over the eastern Pacific Ocean and the western coast of North America to interpret observed particle nucleation events.

[23] The results of the numerical simulation (Table 1) closely match the observed $N_{3-4\text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8\text{nm}}$ at the end of the 20-hour run. Figure 7 shows that lowering of preexisting particle surface area indeed facilitated particle nucleation in this region for ion production rates $10-20$ ion pairs cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. Since the temperature did not suddenly dropped nor RH increased, it is plausible that the sudden lowering of preexisting particle surface areas may have triggered nucleation ~1 day prior to the time of measurement and then particles subsequently grew to measurable sizes until the time of observation.

[24] A unique region of high $N_{3-4\text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8\text{nm}}$ was detected during this flight provided an opportunity to answer the question raised by Weber et al. [2003] whether the observed particles were produced in situ or transported from lower latitudes. The environmental conditions, where nucleation has been observed during this flight, were used to correlate model-predicted and observed $N_{3-4\text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8\text{nm}}$. Similar backward trajectory analysis followed by model simulations has been performed for each individual observed environmental condition. The model-predicted and in situ measured ultrafine particle number concentrations were correlated with a correlation coefficient (R) of 0.93 (Figure 8) and uncertainties in the linear curve fit coefficients within 95% confidence intervals. The model simulations suggest that ion-assisted nucleation is a plausible mechanism for new particle formation on 7 March 2000; however, other mechanisms have not been evaluated and cannot be completely ruled out.

[25] Similar analyses were also performed for the ambient measurements where no or few $N_{3-4\text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8\text{nm}}$ were observed. From Figure 3c, it can be seen that air parcel is likely to come into contact with the clouds at ~10 hours, during its transport toward no nucleation region. The initial condition for model simulation was prescribed in a similar way as discussed above except for SO$_2$. The initial SO$_2$ concentration in this case was assumed to be 0.1 ppbv prior to the time of measurement (~0.08 ppbv). The model did not run for 5 days.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram showing, from left to right, air parcel track and its likely contact with clouds (~20 and 5 hours) during its transport toward the measurement region, cloud processing, nucleation, and condensational growth to produce observed $N_{3-4\text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8\text{nm}}$ particle number on 7 March 2000.

Table 1. Environmental Parameters Used in Model Simulation and Comparison With In Situ Measured $N_{3-4\text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8\text{nm}}$ Particle Number Concentrations at 1615 UTC on 7 March 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time, hours</th>
<th>T, K</th>
<th>RH, %</th>
<th>$Q$, cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>SO$_2$, ppbv</th>
<th>SA, $\mu$m$^2$ cm$^{-3}$</th>
<th>Model Simulation</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-4$ nm, particles cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>$3-8$ nm, particles cm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.7$^a$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0 [134]$^c$</td>
<td>0 [1271]$^c$</td>
<td>0 [4238]$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$OH was prescribed using a sinusoidal diurnal cycle, and initial SO$_2$ was prescribed to be 3.7 ppbv prior to that observed at time of measurement (~3.4 ppbv).

$^b$NM, no measurements.

$^c$Particle surface area and particle number were set to be zero, because of cloud processing, since air parcel is likely to come into contact with the clouds at ~5 hours. Simulated particle surface area and particle number at ~5 hours are given in braces.
not predict new particle formation in this region consistent with the observations (Table 2).

6. Summary and Conclusions

[26] In this paper we investigated the ion-induced particle nucleation mechanism and its controlling factors leading to new particle formation in the middle to upper troposphere. In particular we chose an atmospheric nucleation event that provided an opportunity to answer questions posed by Weber et al. [2003]. The appearance of high concentrations of ultrafine particles signifies recent new particle formation in this region. Previous measurements of cloud condensation nuclei near marine clouds have suggested that the enhanced RH is a key factor for the formation of new particles near clouds, as the nucleation rate is sensitive to RH. However, an interesting feature of this event is that RH

Figure 6. (a) $N_{3-4nm}$ and (b) $N_{3-8nm}$ particle number concentrations as a function of age of parcel (time in hours) for different SO$_2$ concentrations. Model simulations were performed for environmental conditions as given in Table 1 for SO$_2 = 3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.7, 3.9, and 4.1$ ppbv. In situ measured $N_{3-4nm}$ and $N_{3-8nm}$ particle number concentrations on 7 March 2000 are shown by bold triangle in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively.

Figure 7. Model-calculated $N_{3-4nm}$ particle number concentration at the end of simulation as a function of preexisting particle surface area and ion production rates. Model simulations were performed for in situ measured and air parcel parameters as given in Table 1 for $SA = 0–100$ $\mu$m$^2$ cm$^{-3}$ and $Q = 2–30$ ion pairs cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$.

Figure 8. Comparison between in situ measured and model-predicted $N_{3-4nm}$ and $N_{3-8nm}$ particle number concentrations for measurements made on 7 March 2000. Multiple points at constant values of $y$ represent model sensitivity runs over the observed range of environmental variation of $T$, RH, and SO$_2$ and for $Q = 8–15$ ion pairs cm$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$.
was found to be low (<15%) in the region of high ultrafine particles observed in TOPSE. Therefore present model simulations investigated the role played by other environmental factors, which triggered particle nucleation in the middle to upper troposphere prior to the time of measurement.

[27] The model simulated $N_{3-4 \text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8 \text{nm}}$ were found to be in reasonable agreement with that in situ measurements on 7 March 20000 during the TOPSE experiment. Since air parcel backward trajectory simulations indicate that the air parcel was circling the pole prior to measurement, we believe that observed particles of diameter greater than 3 nm are not transported from lower latitudes; rather they were produced in situ. Our analysis also indicates that particle nucleation occurred prior to the time of measurement and subsequently particles grew over a period of –20 hours to detectable sizes at the time of observation. Low particle surface area and high SO$_2$ were the key factors that lead to particle nucleation in this region. Because $N_{3-4 \text{nm}}$ and $N_{3-8 \text{nm}}$ measured in the high-altitude middle to upper troposphere are consistent with the model prediction, we believe that INN is an efficient mechanism for explaining new particle formation in the high-altitude middle to upper troposphere.
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